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Montmelo Oak Nature
D 3661 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Watch 
the film

The wide boards in warm, sand-colored  
Montmelo Oak Nature conjure up the beach  
right at your feet.  
What more do you need to feel at ease?
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Robert Schneider
Flooring Sales Director 
SWISS KRONO

Dear friends of 
custom-designed rooms,

A new experience is always exciting because  
you learn something new. That’s exactly what I’ve  
experienced in recent years. The coronavirus pan- 
demic completely changed my everyday life as  
a salesman. For more than 30 years, I have tra- 
veled all over the world and never stopped for  
long in one place. Now I was able to experience 
what it was like to be at home. This time has been 
valuable for me. Like many of you, I have realized 
quite clearly what is important to me in my life and 
surroundings: people and nature. 
What did I do? What many of you also did! Our home 
became an even more beautiful retreat, and I got 
out into nature a lot more – hiking and cycling. The 
global movement to renew our living spaces as 
we stay home was the inspiration behind our Your 
Home. campaign. In this brochure, we will show 
you selected decors from the KRONOTEX collection, 
covering a range of different themes.
Being out in nature always gives me strength, ener-
gy and inspiration. That’s why I love to be surround-
ed by wood, which is exactly what I experience 
as Sales Director for flooring at SWISS KRONO,  
because our products are all made from wood 
from sustainable forestry. We are one of the 
biggest customers of the Forst Brandenburg 
state forestry service, which we will intro-
duce to you later in our magazine. We buy our  
wood, whenever possible, from the local region 
around our plant.
 
Admittedly, sometimes I still find myself stopping 
what I’m doing and gazing at the world map. As a 
passionate salesman, of course I miss traveling.  

But when I think that the flooring we create in our 
town of Heiligengrabe, Germany is found in homes 
all around the world, then I realize how many people 
we are still closely connected to in this way. That’s a 
great feeling. There is a lot of strength to be found in 
it, and a certainty that we will still be able to break 
new ground together in the future. Let’s take the 
opportunity these new experiences have brought 
to think about things in a new way. 
 
I hope you enjoy many exciting discoveries as you 
read our magazine.
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Flooring

 made from wood

 PVC-free

 antibacterial

 UV-resistant

 flame retardant

 scratch-resistant

 abrasion-proof

 hard-wearing

 very comfortable to walk on

 easy to clean

 easy to install

  suitable for underfloor heating 
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Your Home.

Your Home. It’s what we’re all about! We want to be part of the rooms where you feel 
most comfortable and at home; the rooms that give you energy, security and strength. 
Our KRONOTEX designs are setting new trends, and our wooden flooring technologies 
set the standards in terms of quality and sustainability. 
Let’s take a journey together into a wide variety of rooms; a journey full of discovery 
and inspiration:  
SUPER NATURAL – where interior space and nature blend perfectly.  
simply pure. – where clarity sparks extraordinary fascination. 
Très chic – where glitz and glamor meet with playful intentionality. 

Welcome to Your Home. by KRONOTEX

Watch 
the film
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Pettersson Oak Beige 
D 4763 | EXQUISIT

Your Home.
The harmonious Pettersson Oak Beige  
decor creates a natural look and conjures  
up a feeling of warmth and balance.  

For our Your Home. campaign, we filmed together 
with the rosengrün agency, the team from the  
ANNEWAND Studio in Berlin and the photo- 
grapher Noel Richter.
The Berlin locations of Gebrüder Fritz on the 
Kurfürstendamm, Carl Fritz in Mitte and Gorki in 
Prenzlauer Berg offered the perfect conditions 
for presenting the KRONOTEX lifestyle. 
The styling for the sets was as diverse as the  
171 KRONOTEX decors themselves – sometimes 
opulent, sometimes minimalist, sometimes in-
tense, sometimes playful. 
Interior designer Anabell Teepe reveals in an  
interview just what creates a successful inte- 
rior design and what determines whether a room 
makes a good impression or not.
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Alexandra Möhlmann & Anabell Teepe
are the founders of the ANNEWAND studio.

“How you live is part of your personality – 
unique, colorful, practical and open. 

We create a stage for personalities and products, 
all with a touch of charm and a hint of humor.  

At the same time, we look for sustainable, functional solutions  
and think outside the box. 

And we are partial to dramatic color accents.”

Anabell 
Teepe

33 years old 
Interior designer
-studied in the Netherlands 
- founded the Annewand creative    
studio in Berlin 

 with ALEXANDRA MÖHLMANN

Interior architecture, 
home styling & set design

Interview with...
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Let’s start with the  
most difficult question:  

what actually makes a good 
interior design? 

At best, interior design is something you can’t  
really describe. It’s more of a feeling, a certain  
‘je ne sais quoi.’ When I take a look around a room 
and something clearly develops in my mind, then 
that’s a successful interior design. 
Courage plays a big role in furnishing a room. Dar-
ing to do something, risking going with apparent 
opposites. That creates the ambience in a room. 
Colors, for example, are a really simple way of cre-
ating an essential break or accent in a room.

What were the main thoughts  
behind the set styling  

for the KRONOTEX shoot?

For the KRONOTEX sets, it was important for us  
to appeal to as many people as possible, all 
with very different tastes, but also to maintain 
a design language that was recognizable and 
memorable. So we needed the proverbial com-
mon thread. The floor is the star and every-
thing else is there as accessories. We wanted 
to show the customers how KRONOTEX floors  
could work in their homes. Our sets are meant to 
spark the imagination. Anyone and everyone should 
be able to recognize themselves in the various  
motifs or dream themselves into them.

Where does your 
room concept start?

Whether it’s for an interior design or a set for a 
shoot, the concept starts with listening. First of 
all, we always discuss in great detail what our 
client’s vision is. Then we develop the stories  
and put feelings to words. Our work is often about 
nuances of dark and light, open and closed, natural 
or clean.

How significant is  
the flooring in a room?

In my opinion, there are two different approaches 
here. First, the floor can act as a stage. It provides 
the furniture and colors in the room with the space 
and calm they need. So the floor stays more in 
the background. Or, secondly, the floor can be the 
eye-catching feature in the room and be combined 
with matching, often simpler-looking furniture  
that we call extras. So, the floor makes its own 
statement. 
Whatever you do, it’s important that the overall am-
bience of the room works. For example, if I’ve got 
a lot of wooden furniture, I keep the floor plainer. 
Colors on the walls and on the ceiling act can as 
good counterparts to the floor.

A cloud of pampas is the 
visual highlight in the room.

The interior designer picks up on 
trends using accessories like cushions.
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Port Oak Medium 
D 4611 | ROBUSTO

The creamy beige of the Port Oak Medium decor  
creates a warm and cozy atmosphere in the room.  
The strong grain ensures a natural country home look.

Watch 
the film
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What do I need 
to pay particular attention to 
when it comes to room size 

and light?

Before starting a design, an important thing for me 
is to be clear about is what story the room is sup-
posed to be telling. Then nothing is off limits and 
anything is possible! For example, I can create a 
warm atmosphere with dark colors on the ceiling. 
Dark floors make small rooms feel cozy. Heavy fur-
niture makes them even cozier. 
It’s also important to create different levels visually 
in a room. In front of a dark blue wall, for example,  
I can put a very large bed that is also blue. To the 
eye, the bed adds an extra level. And voilà! More 
depth! I stretch the room vertically by having tall 
furniture, or pictures that I hang above the magi-
cal boundary of the top of the door, for example, or 
using floor-length curtains that are mounted just 
below the ceiling.
I can also achieve different effects with how the  
floor is laid: laying it lengthwise will make a  
narrow hallway look much bigger. The space is 
elongated visually. By laying it crosswise, I can 
broaden a room and make it look wider than it  
really is. The way the light falls also makes a dif-
ference, because laying the floor at right angles  
to the direction of the light creates greater depth. 
This brings out the character of the floor much 
more intensely. 

How do I deal with trends?

Trends do play their part in my interior designs, 
mainly when it comes to decoration and color, not 
so much for basics like floors and furniture. As 
Germans, we are very conservative in this respect. 
We think more about the question of what we’ll still 
like in 10 years’ time. The Dutch often behave very 
differently. There, homes are redecorated every 
five years. So people need to decide for themselves 
how they want to handle trends. Do I like consis-
tency in life or do I love change? When it comes to 
choosing flooring, I always advise people not to fol-
low a trend, but to go for more of a timeless look.

Interview with...

Anabell 
Teepe

Anabell’s tip!
Always think about the color of the walls as well 
when you decide to get new flooring, because  
practically every floor will look severe in contrast to 
endless amounts of white on the walls. So, be brave 
with color, even if it’s just a slightly tinted greige.

The cool green of eucalyptus goes perfectly 
with the grey beige of the room.
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SUPER
NATURAL

Page 16 | Powerful mountain cabin charm

Page 20 | Enjoying time out 

Page 22 | Perfect interplay

Watch 
the film
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Wanting something natural 
or even super-natural? 
Here are some selected 

KRONOTEX decors  
that are powerful, strong 

and full of originality. 
In rooms – 

wonderfully at one with

nature.
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Powerful 
mountain cabin charm

Canyon Maple 

The look of pure nature! 

Canyon Maple is our shooting star for rooms full of  
natural simplicity. This flooring is both rustic and  
down-to-earth, while also being wild and impetuous. 
Proven mountain cabin charm – with plenty of courage  
to try the extraordinary. 

Impressive play with light is revealed here, starting a voyage 
of discovery of textures and colors.
It’s our tip for lovers of wildlife, classically combined here 
with wood and leather. The multifaceted decor of the board  
makes it the perfect partner for a wide variety of furnishing 
styles and room colors.
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SUPER
NATURAL

Canyon Maple
D 6007 | EXQUISIT

Watch 
the film

The Canyon Maple decor is  
impressively versatile. With shades 
ranging from creamy beige to  
honey-yellow and nut brown to dark 
chocolate, it brings the diversity of 
nature indoors.

A real treat
The varnished tree slice table deliberately picks up on  
the varied grain of the wooden floor.
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Achim Scholz 
Head of Product Management  
SWISS KRONO

Eyes 
wide
open

The KRONOTEX  
flooring collection includes  
more than 170 decors in over  
200 products. 

Achim Scholz is responsible for product management. 
With a natural curiosity and instinct for trends, he 
gathers new ideas for decor design from all around 
the world. 
A native of the Sauerland region of Germany, he found 
the inspiration for the two new Canyon Maple decors 
while hiking in the Alps. He was captivated by the 
wealth of colors revealed in the rocks by the sunlight, 
so he set out to recreate this color palette on flooring. 
The ideal species of tree was soon found: maple, as its 
distinctive grain also has an intense and unique color. 
The design for the Canyon Maple decor, with its light 
and dark tones, was created in detail based on a longi-
tudinal cut of the tree. 
 
“This flooring is quite daring”, says Product Manager 
Achim Scholz excitedly. “Anyone who chooses Canyon 
Maple decors will add character and individuality to 
their room!”
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SUPER
NATURAL

The Canyon Maple Dark decor offers an  
impressive and distinctive range of colors, 
from light to very dark shades of brown.  
This flooring will create a sense of strength 
and stability.

Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Watch 
the film
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E N J O Y I N G 
T I M E  O U T
Matterhorn Oak Bronze

Pause and breathe deeply. 
Rooms where the Matterhorn Oak Bronze decor 
sets the tone will create such moments of peace  
and harmony. With a harmonious color palette of 
soft brown and lightly shimmering cream beige, 
it creates an atmosphere of deceleration and 
calm. Time to relax!

Watch 
the film
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The Matterhorn in the Valais Alps is 4,478 m 
tall and is one of Switzerland’s best-known 
landmarks. Its distinctive shape and history 
have made it one of the most famous moun-
tains in the world. 
On July 14, 1865, Edward Whymper and his 
seven-strong team conquered it for the first 
time. Only three of the climbers made it back 
alive. Two days after Whymper, Jean-Antoine 
Carrel also successfully completed the ascent.

For trailblazers 

Moments of joy
You can make your little breaks even more effective by  
adding your favorite music, thereby improving your health  
at the same time – just sing along! Singing is a great breathing 
exercise; it will help to strengthen your diaphragm and  
the muscles between your ribs. Enjoy!

The soft brown Matterhorn Oak Bronze 
decor with its shimmering white grain 
will ensure a light and airy ambience  
in any room.  
Swirls of delicate pink add a special 
charm to the boards.

Matterhorn Oak Bronze 
D 4676 | MAMMUT
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Hints of dark chocolate characterize the design 
of the Kashmir Oak Black decor. This flooring 
will accentuate any room and impress with its 
distinctive elegance.

With a touch of vanilla mixed in light brown,  
the Oriental Oak Beige decor has a classy,  
elegant appearance. This stylish flooring provides  
a distinctive background for special rooms.

Kashmir Oak Black   
D 6017 | EXQUISIT

Oriental Oak Beige 
D 4982 | EXQUISIT

PERFECT 
INTERPLAY 

Kashmir Oak Black, 
Oriental Oak Beige &

Oriental Oak Grey 
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All good things come in THREES: in a diamond-shaped room,  
the Kashmir Oak Black, Oriental Oak Beige and Oriental Oak Grey 
decors provide a fascinating combination of closeness and distance. 
The change in color on the floor from light to dark breaks up the 
darkness of the wood paneling on the walls to give the room  
a lighter feel. The trio of floor colors is picked up again quite  
deliberately in the mix of chairs. It makes for an exotic celebration 
of shape and color.

The warm stone colors and slightly silky appearance  
of the Oriental Oak Grey boards create a uniquely  
classic look. This flooring adds stability and calm  
to its surroundings.

Oriental Oak Grey 
D 4985 | EXQUISIT

Watch 
the film
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Do’s & don’ts 
of mixing and matching

I’m not a fan of rules for furnishings. If it feels good, then 
it’s allowed. Mixing three different colored woods with each 
other like in our room? Absolutely! Do it. Be brave. Trust 
your intuition. 
Then add a variety of chairs made from different, contrast-
ing materials? Yes! Cool. It works. 
Why? Because contrasts are good for the eyes. There are  
ways to lessen certain contrasts or deliberately emphasize 
them. In this room, for example, we have emphasized the 
horizontal lines in particular through the color of the floor 
and the long table. The direction of the boards, combined 
with the fall of the light, highlights the stripes in the floor 
once again. Another small detail: the stripes are picked up 
again in the napkin. At the same time, the accessories break 
up the linear effect in the room: the tablecloth that’s not  
perfectly straight and the colorful dishes.

Anabell’s tip!

PERFECT 
INTERPLAY 

Kashmir Oak Black, 
Oriental Oak Beige &

Oriental Oak Grey 
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1. 

3. 

4. 

Roomvo RoomWHAT? 
Discover WHAT, 
with guaranteed fun 

Take a picture 
of your room. 

Do you want to create the perfect design for your 
home? We completely understand! That’s why 
we have developed a new tool for you that is 
guaranteed to become your favorite toy: Roomvo, 
the visualizer for your dream floor. This tool will 
virtually lay it for you in the room that you want  
to redesign. It will not only help you to choose;  
it’s also really easy to use. 

2. Upload it onto our website 
www.swisskrono.com/de-en

Select the flooring you like. And, presto! There it is 
in your room! A hit?

If you’re still unsure, 
just select another 
flooring and see  
if you prefer it.  
Match!  
That’s the one.

Then just find your nearest KRONOTEX store and  
your happiness will be complete! So, what do you think?  
Great. WOW! The new Roomvo. 

Discover  
Roomvo
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New
 Beauties                  
   2022
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All KRONOTEX decors turn heads, but the appearance of our beautiful  
new designs will keep your fascination going.  
Our star products are as diverse as our sophisticated KRONOTEX designs  
can always be relied on to be. Whether they are vibrant and original,  
simple and minimalist, or artistic and elegant: with a touch of under- 
statement, our new products will set the standard for floor design.  
The new designs pick up on the latest trends in interior design, but also  
embody the timelessly beautiful classics. 
Enjoy our catwalk of our New Beauties!
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New
  Beauties

             2022

Arizona Oak Beige
D 80032 | ROBUSTO 
1-Strip | ND | V4

Villosa Grey  
D 50162 | EXQUISIT 
1-Strip | ML | V4

This decor has a pleasant vanilla glow. It has an impressively 
radiant appearance, yet is balanced with a blend of earth tones.  

This decor brings the delicate lightness of the colors of birch bark  
into the room. A light, smooth gradient from creamy white, to beige,  
to light grey.

silky & 
elegant

creamy & 
light
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Farm Oak Beige
D 80062 | EXQUISIT 
1-Strip | ND | V4

Elba Oak Gold
D 6012 | AMAZONE 
1-Strip | ER | V4

This floor conjures up a pure expanse. The honey-yellow,  
shimmering, warm sand tone recalls the sands of the desert.

Creamy golden brown sets a harmonious tone and creates a clear 
and calm ambience in the room.

honey  
yellow  
& soft

Watch 
the film
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Neue
     Schönheiten
                   2022

Arizona Oak Nature 
D 80052 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ND | V4

Sansibar Hickory Nature
D 6016 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | AF | V4

Coming 
soon

This decor provides the wonderful color palette of a ripe corn field  
in summer. A floor full of sunny warmth and coziness.

This floor conjures up the naturalness of a forest in your room. 
The distinctive look of the wooden boards features hints of cream, 
honey, grey and brown.

radiant & 
warm

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Farm Oak Nature
D 80072 | EXQUISIT 
1-Strip | ND | V4

Elba Oak Nature
D 6009 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ER | V4

This flooring pairs light brown tones with a hint of pink.  
The result is a feeling of warmth and coziness.

This decor features the flattering rose gold shimmer of a summer  
sunset, creating a warm and cozy ambience in the room.

light brown & 
radiant

Watch 
the film
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Neue
     Schönheiten
                   2022

Kashmir Oak Titanium
D 6020 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Cinerea Nature 
D 50182 | ROBUSTO 
1-Strip | ND | V4

A silky-matt grey shimmer adds the finishing touch to this nutty brown 
decor, giving the floor a pleasantly neutral and understated look. 

Cappuccino brown dominates the smooth color play of this floor, 
suffusing the room with a flattering atmosphere.

soft grey & 
cozy

nutty brown  
& elegant

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Villosa Nature
D 50172 | EXQUISIT | HERRINGBONE 
1-Strip | ML | V4

Canyon Maple
D 6007 | EXQUISIT 
1-Strip | ML | V4

Get the 
Look!

p. 16

This decor conjures up the harmonious colors of the airy light 
foam and caramel cream of an aromatic coffee.

With its rich palette of colors, from beige to honey yellow, brown  
to dark chocolate, the floor brings a naturalness into the room.

caramel 
beige & silky 

smooth
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Carisma Nature 
D 80102 | AMAZONE 
1-Strip | ND | V4

Kashmir Oak Brown
D 6019 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Cappuccino brown dominates the smooth color play of this  
floor, suffusing the room with a flattering light.

This flooring features velvety warm brown tones with hints of 
radiant vanilla through to dark coffee brown.

powerful & 
radiant

soft brown 
& natural

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ML | V4

Mountain Pine Nature
D 80012 | MAMMUT 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Get the 
Look!

p. 19The decor impresses with its distinctive, bold interplay of colors,  
ranging from light to very dark brown.

The warm mid-brown tone of this decor is flanked by a radiant amber color. 
This flooring brings the rustic charm of a mountain cabin into the room.

rustic & 
present
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Neue
     Schönheiten
                   2022

Kashmir Oak Beige
D 6021 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Oak Beige
D 6014 | AMAZONE 
1-Strip | ER | V4

The mix of light and mid-brown tones, reminiscent of a light and 
fluffy latte macchiato, conjures up a cozy feel in the room.

Creamy beige dominates the smooth color play of this floor,  
suffusing the room with a flattering atmosphere.

light &  
flattering

balanced & 
cozy

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Factory Grey 
D 80092 | MEGA PLUS 
1-Strip | BT | V4

This decor offers the on-trend character of terrazzo flooring  
in a subtle blend of anthracite and stone grey. Ideal for rooms with 
the character of a loft.

natural  
& urban
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Samara  
D 6402 | MEGA PLUS 
1-Strip | ML | V4

Elba Oak Silver
D 6013 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Coming 
soon

Stony grey tones mix with a rich brown in this decor.  
A distinctive, rather cool interplay of colors for a modern room.

This flooring offers a delicate gradient of creamy cappuccino tones, 
giving rooms an elegant look and a warm and cozy atmosphere. 

Get the 
look!

p. 48

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Elba Oak Black
D 6010 | AMAZONE | HERRINGBONE 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Eiche Schwarz 
AMAZONE

Elba Eiche Schwarz 
HERRINGBONE

This floor provides the kick of an espresso. The distinctive, elegant interplay 
of brown tones is reminiscent of chocolate and coffee beans. 

Watch the film

Get the 
look!

p. 50

distinctive 
& powerful
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Neue
     Schönheiten
                   2022

Kashmir Oak Black 
D 6017 | EXQUISIT 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Pine Dark
D 80022 | MAMMUT 
1-Strip | ER | V4

Rich, smoky dark brown is blended in this decor with warm  
nougat tones. A floor full of strength and allure.  

Shades of dark chocolate characterize the color design of the decor. 
The flooring adds a highlight to the room and makes an impression  
of distinctive elegance.

Get the 
look!

p. 22

original & 
attractive

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Smile
D 6406 | DYNAMIC PLUS 
1-Strip | AF

Play
D 6407 | DYNAMIC PLUS  
3-Strip | ML

Kids World

With its color play of milk and light grey, this floor brings light  
and positive energy into any child’s room.  

This flooring features creamy caramel tones with a vivid line layout. 
 A perfect companion for playtime.

Watch 
the film

light &  
multifaceted

New
  Beauties

             2022
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Wood, the way 
to the future?

- born in 1980
-  Master of Wood Science and Technology, TU Dresden 
- comes from Sachsen-Anhalt 
-  lives with his wife and two daughters in Rostock 
-  has worked at SWISS KRONO Germany since 2012 
-  Head of Quality Management,  

starting with certification of the wood,  
through to goods receipt, board production,  
finishing, shipping and technical service

Thomas
Schmaltz

The flickering interplay of colors is an experience 
for every onlooker. The bright reflections on this 
rich, dark flooring create a powerful atmosphere 
that is certain to captivate.

Tyler Oak 
D 1208 | AQUA ROBUSTO 

Watch 
the film
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Laminate made it big in  
the rapidly growing housing  

construction market at the start of  
the 1990s. When you look at the  

product now, 30 years later,  
how has it changed since then?

Thomas Schmaltz: Laminate then and laminate 
now are actually worlds apart. More than anything, 
the surface of the flooring has improved incredi-
bly from a technological perspective. It is now ex- 
tremely durable and also easy to maintain. The wear 
resistance in the high-end ranges is so high that you 
could lay laminate in a night club without any prob-
lem. You can’t dance your way through the surface –
that’s guaranteed. That’s why we provide a warranty  
of up to 30 years for wear on our KRONOTEX prod-
ucts. We like to call that ‘over-engineering’. Our 
product performs much better than it claims to 
do. The core wooden board has also been subject 
to ongoing development. Our laminate meets the 
highest standards for the toughest demands, for 
healthy living environments and for environmental 
impact. These days, only experts are able to visual-
ly distinguish laminate from parquet flooring once 
it has been laid. Our designers at KRONOTEX do an 
amazing job.

What other benefits do the  
advanced technological properties  

of laminate offer customers?

A whole range! In addition to the incredibly dura-
ble surface, laminate is also much more resistant 
to splashed water. This applies to all KRONOTEX 
floors. The core board, decor and click connection 
all play their part in this. We have now also devel-

oped the AQUA ROBUSTO collection, which is water 
resistant. All of these properties make laminate 
a faithful and easy-to-maintain companion, both 
in living spaces and for commercial use. It is also  
really easy to lay. I would only advise hiring a spe-
cialist company for our herringbone products, if 
you’re not a very experienced handyperson. To get 
a great result, you need to work with great preci-
sion, because the shape and size, combined with 
how it is laid, means that there are many more 
connection points. Small inaccuracies can add up 
quickly and create avoidable problems. 

The latest buzzwords are healthy  
living and environmental  

compatibility: All KRONOTEX floors 
carry the German government’s  

Blue Angel eco-label and are certified 
with national declarations in many 

other countries. What does that mean  
for the products?

It’s increasingly important – and rightly so, I be-
lieve. The Blue Angel is the oldest eco-label in the 
world and is widely accepted even abroad. The in-
creasing importance of environmental declarations 
for customers when making purchasing decisions 
is forcing companies in every industry to keep 
developing their products and make their manu- 
facturing methods sustainable. Those are precise- 
ly our principles at SWISS KRONO. Our flooring is 
tested and certified to the highest possible stan-
dards. In France, for example, there is a VOC dec-
laration, which the EU has not yet been able to 
agree on. This certification differentiates between 
C, B, A and A+. All KRONOTEX flooring meets the  
A+ standard. There are also voluntary certifications, 
such as ‘Greenguard’ and ‘Floorscore’ in the USA.  

It is unusual to start an interview with the concluding statement, but wood  
expert Thomas Schmaltz ended our conversation with a sentence that made us 
think. He compares his task to a German metaphor that actually means the exact 
opposite of what he is dealing with: the so-called “Holzweg” or dead-end.
Hang on a second – what did he just say? That he’s happy to be heading down a 
dead-end street?  “Auf dem Holzweg sein” (lit: “on the wood path”) is a well-known 
phrase in German. It is used when you find yourself at a dead end or on the wrong 
track. So, how can this proverbial dead-end lead to the future? 
That really got me thinking as Thomas Schmaltz left, because a rational mind like 
that of a Quality Manager wouldn’t say something like that for no reason. 
But first things first, because our interview was actually all about quality standards, 
technical developments and product featuress.
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Among other things, the in-house lab 
constantly checks the paper density.

Together with the decor designers,  
Thomas Schmaltz monitors the color fastness  
of KRONOTEX flooring.

Quality Manager Thomas Schmaltz and his team are involved in  
all production processes, from the purchasing of the wood to  
the shipping of goods.
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Our products have been awarded these labels.  
For ‘Greenguard’ we are allowed to display the Gold 
label. It is important for all consumers to know that 
the emission level for our floors roughly corre-
sponds to that of untreated wood.

The KRONOTEX collections 
include laminates in thicknesses of  

8 to 12 mm. What is important when  
choosing flooring?

Definitely the place it will be used. Obviously lami-
nate with a thicker core plate will be better quality, 
but that doesn’t always make it the best choice. It 
comes down to the individual application, and you 
need to see the entire structure of the floor as a 
system. Does it come down to the soundproofing or 
is the installation height of the flooring limited? In 
an apartment building, the floor is often also im-
portant for soundproofing downwards, whereas 
this usually plays a less significant role in a de-
tached house. Our product range and matching un-
derlay materials enable coordinated solutions to be 
found, depending on the priorities and preferences 
of the users. Of course, I also understand that this 
decision is also very much about design, and can 
therefore be a very emotional one, but customers 
can rest assured that the quality of all KRONOTEX 
floors is excellent!

What is your main 
function as Quality Manager 

at SWISS KRONO?

We – my team and I – work to ensure that our cus-
tomers are happy. For me, there are short-term and 
long-term aspects to this. The visual appearance of 
our flooring is one of the key areas in daily produc-
tion, because this determines every day whether 

the product will meet the customer’s expectations. 
This means that we check whether the colors in our 
individual decors and joints always look the same, 
because when you’ve chosen flooring and have 
bought 20 packs of it, each pack needs to contain 
product that matches with the others, regardless 
of whether the boards were produced at the same 
time on the same machine or not. However tech-
nically advanced our product is, if it doesn’t look 
right, people won’t buy it or lay it. 
As well as the appearance, we obviously also  
check a whole range of properties during produc-
tion that are important for the performance of the 
product. 
In terms of longer-term aspects, we’re talking 
about the ongoing development of the laminate.

In what ways will 
laminate be developed  

in the years ahead?

I see us facing two main tasks. Firstly, customers 
will very soon demand that laminate production 
be completely “green”. However, I see recycling of 
laminate to be the key trend. Up to now, the “circu-
lar economy” mainly meant power generation for 
our products, but the material is far too valuable 
for thermal recycling. I’m convinced that it won’t be 
long before we’ll be reprocessing laminate floor-
ing and reusing the recovered raw materials. After 
all, wood is the only construction material that can  
really take us into the future!

Wood: the right track to the future? 
There was still one issue to resolve that Thomas Schmaltz had raised during our 
conversation. His metaphor about the dead-end street to the future has now been 
clarified, because, generations ago, the real “Holzweg”, or “wood track,” was used 
to transport felled logs out of the forest to be processed as the only renewable raw 
material available in really large quantities that people can use for construction. 
The proverbial wooden track that Thomas Schmaltz described therefore doesn’t 
lead into a dead end, but out of it instead: sustainably, deliberately and with a view 
to developing new technologies.
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Page 50 | Free spirit

Page 48 | Silky-soft intensity
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What does a room need 
to work well? 

Light and materials  
working in harmony.  
And trusting that less  

can be much more.  
KRONOTEX floors  
enable the beauty  
of simplicity to be  

celebrated.
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Silky-soft intensity
Samara

What a beautiful sound, what poetic longing: Samara.  
A name full of melody and serene beauty.  
This flooring suffuses rooms with a matt, silky light 
and captivates with its simple elegance.  
An impressive contrast is created between intensity 
and playfulness.
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Samara 
D 6402 | MEGA PLUS

Anabell’s tip!

Besides the aesthetics, functionality also plays 
a key role when choosing flooring. Before buy-
ing anything, it is essential that you ask yourself 
whether the particular flooring suits the room’s 
function.

The Samara decor offers a gentle gradient  
of silky caramel tones. The boards give  
the room a lovely cozy look and exude  
stylish confidence.

Watch the film
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F R E E  S P I R I T
                       Elba Oak Black

Long live the classics. Long live the modern. 
A contradiction? Not at all, as this room  
full of creativity shows.  
The Elba Oak Black herringbone decor  
is a universal classic that forms a unique  
symbiosis with the rough, unplastered  
walls and cool Nordic built-in cupboard. 
The interplay of the chocolate and coffee tones 
elegantly defines a space that still seems to 
yearn for completion. A perfect imperfection.
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Elba Oak Black 
D 6010 | HERRINGBONE

Did you know?

The herringbone pattern was used in construction the Roman 
Empire over 2,500 years ago. The Romans paved their streets 
this way to make them more stable and durable. 
Around 1,000 years later, the pattern reappeared in large church 
buildings. Laying the stones in this way enabled the construc-
tion of ingenious dome structures without pillars. 
One of the first floors with a herringbone design appeared 
in a French castle in the early 16th century. Since then,  
the herringbone floor has found its way all over the world and 
is very popular.

The Elba Oak Black decor offers the energy 
of an espresso. The distinctive interplay of 
brown tones is reminiscent of chocolate 
and coffee beans. This herringbone flooring 
will give any room a sophisticated look and 
emphasize its elegance.

Watch  
the film
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Hubertus 
Kraut

- born in 1963 
- comes from a family of foresters in Altdöbern (Lausitz) 
- married, father of three children 
-  studied at the TU Dresden forest sciences department 

in Tharandt 
- graduated in 1989 as a certified forestry engineer 
-  started his career as a forestry protection worker  

in Cottbus 
-  various jobs at the forestry office in Doberlug-Kirchhain
-  Director of the Forst Brandenburg state forestry  

service since 2003

WOOD: 
an invaluable 
raw material 

How the Forst Brandenburg state forestry service 
maintains, preserves and protects the forests

Forests 
in the state of Brandenburg 

Size of the forested area: 
1.09 million hectares  
       = 37 % of the state

Germany
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The pine is the most common tree  
in the state of Brandenburg. 

Why is that?

Hubertus Kraut: Our forests have been used and 
devastated on a huge scale since the Middle Ages, 
but especially at the start of the industrial revolu-
tion in the18th and 19th centuries. Massive quan-
tities of wood were needed for construction, for 
fires and for charcoal. These decimated areas were 
then reforested at great expense. The pine tree 
was the first choice for the dry, badly-treated, and 
poor-quality, sandy soil in Brandenburg. It coped 
well with these conditions, grew well, and the wood 
was in high demand. And that is how this type of 
forestry became established here. 
However, the pine tree has always been a native 
species in our region. It spread as quickly as the 
birch after the last ice age, but was largely dis-
placed by more demanding species, such as the 
oak or beech tree, during ongoing natural devel-
opment in all the prime locations. It’s not just en-
vironmental conditions that have changed signifi-
cantly during the past 40 years. Brandenburg is one 
of the driest regions in Germany. Social demands 
on the forest are also increasing. The forest has 
protective functions in particular and is increas-
ingly used for recreational purposes. That means  
that a change in thinking is need about the use of 
forests.

The weather couldn’t have been more fitting for a January day: it was pouring rain  
when we met with Huburtus Kraut, Director of the Forst Brandenburg state forestry  
service. “Our forest needs every drop of water,” the forestry expert shouts over to us. 
We meet up in a small town called Kunsterspring surrounded by an incredibly pictur-
esque landscape. Ancient beech trees and Brandenburg pines stand on the gently rolling 
hills left behind by the last ice age in Ruppin Switzerland 10,000 years ago. The Kunster 
river springs up here and winds its way through the valley. In terms of species, the forest 
in this area is a veritable text book of diversity. 
Right in the middle of this idyll is the Forst Brandenburg state forestry service’s forestry 
school. Foresters have been trained here for 70 years; a profession that is now enjoying 
an increase in popularity. The training center is the starting point for our excursion into 
the forest. We meet the first-year apprentices as they are harvesting thin pine logs. This 
wood is also used to produce SWISS KRONO flooring. The wood processing company is 
one of Forst Brandenburg’s biggest customers. The native, certified wood is processed  
at the SWISS KRONO plant in Heiligengrabe immediately after being harvested. 
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There were extensive 
forest fires in Brandenburg  

in recent summers.  
It that a consequence of 
the changing climate? 

Pure pine stocks, as are found in many places here, 
are always vulnerable to insect pests, storms and 
fires. Dry pine needles on the ground are also a 
major accelerant for fire. Within Germany, we are 
at the greatest risk of forest fires here. The rise in 
temperatures caused by climate change is provid-
ing pests with much better conditions to develop. 
The trees’ defense mechanisms have also been 
weakened by the dry summers. If the forests aren’t 
actively restructured, they will become increasing-
ly unstable in the long term. But it’s not just the pine 
tress that are suffering because of climate change. 
Our research shows that oak and beech trees are 
also increasingly being damaged.

The large areas of pine forest  
in Brandenburg are therefore  

harboring problems. Would the  
situation be better if the forests had 

a different composition? Or, put more 
simply, are there better or worse  

trees to have in terms of the climate?

Nature doesn’t make those distinctions. The trees 
that are most suited to the location and are supe-
rior to their competitors will prevail. As foresters, 
we can control these processes through our choice 
of plants and our forest management, so that we 

“raise” forests and trees that offer maximum bene-
fits for people. The best model for this is nature itself.  
‘Ask the trees how they want to be raised, they will 
teach you better than books will.’ This insightful 
quote comes from Wilhelm Pfeil, who founded the 
Eberswalde University of Forestry in 1830. To come 
back to your question: the pine tree provides won-
derful timber that is in great demand. So, every- 
thing points towards having more stable mixed 
stocks in the Brandenburg forest, where the pine 
tree will continue to play a key role.

Wood as a “raw material”: 
how valuable is it? Prices have  

increased massively 
in recent months!

Wood is actually invaluable. It is a climate-friendly,  
mostly local, and renewable raw material that can 
be used in numerous ways: from house and furniture  
construction to chemical applications, e.g. for bio- 
plastics. Wood is a product full of character and 
warmth and it is produced in the most environmen-
tally-friendly factory possible: in the forest! Wood 
stores CO

2
, both in the forest and in the product. 

This makes it an extremely important factor in 
achieving climate targets.
 

Wood is in greater demand than  
ever before. Can we keep increasing 
the use of wood and make greater  

use of our forests?

Not indefinitely. However, the smart use of for- 
ests can be increased. We should use wood 
for products that will last a long time, first- 
ly to absorb carbon for longer to protect the  
climate, but also to protect our forests.         ARROW-RIGHT 

My favorite tree?

That’s easy: the Brandenburg pine, because it  
lets lots of light through its crown, which allows 
habitats to form for many other species.

My favorite forests?

Those in my home of Lausitz. I grew up here and 
have a strong emotional connection to it. But I’m 
also fascinated by the forests in the western USA 
and in the Alps.  
Though I always catch myself analyzing a forest 
from a professional point of view as I walk through 
it. That detracts somewhat from just enjoying 
nature in the forest.

Hubertus Kraut  
Director of the Forst Brandenburg state forestry service
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Forests in the state of Brandenburg:
Ownership

25%

7%6%

Private ownership 
approx. 90,000 owners

State of 
Brandenburg

Cities & 
municipalities

1% 
State of 
Berlin Federal  

government

61%

What distinguishes  
sustainable forestry?

The main principle is not to use more wood than is 
being grown back. That applies on our own doorstep 
as well as on a global scale. That’s why certification 
systems like PEFC and FSC are needed to make  
forestry management verifiable. 
Forests also serve as recreation areas for people,  
so are not just used to supply wood as a raw ma- 
terial, but also for leisure purposes.  
Both aspects need to be taken into account and given 
appropriate weight when considering protection of 
our forests.

The Forst Brandenburg state forestry service manages 271,000 hectares of forest on behalf of the state. That is equivalent to a 
square with sides of 52 kilometers.
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ARROW-RIGHT Forests have been used for as long as people  
have existed. However, as the population has in-
creased, so has the pressure to use forests, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Forests now pro-
vide space for development, wind turbines, solar 
panels, areas for dog walking, mountain bike trails, 
meditation or just classic hiking. 
However, forests should also provide clean air and 
water and help with soil conservation and biodiver- 
sity. In the past, the main focus was on timber pro-
duction, but these diverse requirements are now 
coming more to the fore. Climate change is also 
playing its part in endangering the potential of for-
ests. The use of wood also fits into this range of 
functions. As the population continues to rise, areas 
of forest shrink globally, and the risks of climate 
change continue, these wide-ranging social ser-
vices provided by forests will become more scarce.

Everyone is talking about 
“sustainability” these days.  

What is the connection between  
forests and sustainability?

The concept of the sustainable economy originated 
in the wood shortage of the early 18th century that 
we discussed earlier. The term sustainability was 
first used in mining in 1713 in a paper written by 

Carl von Carlowitz, Saxony’s chief mining officer. 
Ever since that time, at the latest, the principle of 
not using more wood than is being regrown has ap-
plied, so that forests are left in a good or even bet-
ter state for future generations. Here at the Forst 
Brandenburg state forestry service, we restore 
twice as much as we harvest. 
Sustainability is an inner mindset for foresters 
and responsible state and private forest owners. 
Detailed knowledge about the state of a forest is 
needed to ensure sustainable use. In large forestry 
businesses, this is recorded every ten years or so 
through inventory checks and usage monitoring. 
Information about the overall state of the forests 
in Germany is collected as part of periodic forest 
inventory checks at federal and state levels, plus 
annual forest condition surveys.

Is the use of wood 
fundamentally sustainable?

Yes, if the wood is sourced from sustainable and 
preferably local forestry, where these require-
ments are legally regulated and monitored, the  
forest owners commit to the principles independ- 
ently, and wood is used intelligently and sparingly.
Sustainability doesn’t just mean the amount used, 
but is particularly about the environmental and  
social aspects. I consider this to be a given in  

The budding foresters are also trained to operate harvesters at the forestry school.
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Germany, Central Europe and many other coun-
tries around the world. Consumers can rely here 
on PEFC and FSC, the two most important certifi-
cations. If they also buy durable products that won’t 
just end up in the bin after a short time, then we’ll 
be close to achieving good sustainability.

And what about the forest 
in Brandenburg specifically?  

What impact is use having on the 
health of the forest?

It’s not just use that is having an impact, but also the 
climate. Fortunately, there was more rainfall in 2021 
than in the previous three years. The proportion 
of significantly damaged trees therefore declined 
slightly. But the droughts and storms in the past four 
years have caused almost four million cubic meters 
of damaged wood. When you consider that approx. 
3 million cubic meters are scheduled to be used 
every year in the Brandenburg forest as a whole,  
that is a huge amount. We need to replant these  
deforested areas as soon as possible.

Reforestation is done in addition  
to restructuring of the forest. 
What do experts understand  

this term to mean?

We understand it to mean the long-term restructur-
ing of pure coniferous forests into mixed coniferous 
and deciduous forests. This means using various 
silvicultural methods to change the composition of
the tree species, build up inventory and differenti-
ate based on age. In 2020, just in the Brandenburg 
state forest alone, around 3.5 million trees were 
planted in areas intended for restructuring, includ-

ing 1.3 million copper beech trees and 1.1 million 
sessile oaks. Since 1990, more than half of the pine 
woods in the state forest have been supplemented 
with deciduous trees.

What is the timescale for 
restructuring the forests?

It will take a lot of patience and staying pow-
er. That said, we do need to up the tempo every-
where. Forest restructuring is a task that will 
take generations, and there is growing uncer-
tainty about the future and whether trees planted 
today will survive the next hundred years. Hav-
ing diversity and a good mix of trees in forests is 
the top priority, because that will help distribute 
the risk of individual species dying out. Climate 
change is forcing us to significantly increase the 
speed of the restructuring. Large-scale restruc-
turing of forests, which are under various types 
of ownership, to make them more climate-stable 
will only be possible with the inclusion of natural  
Rejuvenation processes are working.     ARROW-RIGHT  

The staff at the Forst Brandenburg state forestry service 
continually plant saplings in the forests.
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Pine 

77%
Miscellaneous  

deciduous trees 
(birch, poplar, willow, 

locust tree, alder) 

12%

Miscellaneous  
coniferous trees  

(Douglas fir, larch, spruce) 

4%
Oak 

5%

Beech 

3%

Composition of the forests in the state of Brandenburg:

Brandenburg – state of nature reserves
A national park, three biosphere reserves and eleven nature parks cover a third of the 

state’s total area. On another 8%, there are 467 nature reserves. Most of them are in the 
forest. A special feature are Brandenburg’s 27 natural forests, which make up around 4% of 

the state’s total area. Forest research is carried out here in undisturbed ecosystems.  
Other forests across the state will be taken out of use in the years ahead, allowing natural, 
undisturbed development to take place in around 10% of the total forest area in the future.

The Kunsterspring Pine decor shows just how 
closely SWISS KRONO is connected to the region 
around its factory. Working with local newspapers,  
the company asked Brandenburg residents to vote 
for their favorite excursion destinations in their 
home state. The winning locations would then be 
included in the names of three laminate floors. 
As there is also a local zoo in Kunsterspring that 
has attracted families for decades, this small 
town was one of the favorites. The decor now links  
Kunsterspring with the most important tree spe-
cies in Brandenburg and also provides global  
advertising for the state.  

Like a soft, light carpet, the decor stretches 
out through the room, filling it with light-
ness and a sense of well-being. 

Kunsterspring Pine
D 3676 | DYNAMIC PLUS
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The most important condition for them is getting 
the right stocks of roe, red and fallow deer. Hunt-
ing therefore plays a prominent role in the question 
of successful forest restructuring in Brandenburg.

How does the state forest 
work together with the many private 

forest owners when it comes to 
forest restructuring?

Our primary task is to provide expert advice based 
on our own forestry research in Eberswalde. We 
have over 150 years of tradition and expertise 
in forest management and are well-connected 
throughout Germany. We serve as a role model and 
an example. Another important aspect is financial 
support for private forest restructuring measures. 
As the state service, we are responsible for pro-
cessing requests and administering funds. Private 
forest owners are just as conscientious as we are 
with regard to their important role. Because for all 
of us, the forest is the basis of our livelihoods.

There is a wonderful smell of earth and wood as we take our leave from Hubertus Kraut 
and his colleague Dr. Jan Engel by a stack of timber. Even though we are soaked through 
from the heavy rain on this winter day, we still envy the forestry experts their workplace. 
When was the last time you breathed in the air of the forest?

forst.brandenburg.de
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Page 62 | Everything flows

Page 64 | Velvet and stone

Watch the film
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Sometimes it’s okay  
for things to just 
be a little more! 

That’s true for life 
just as much as for 

interior design. 
Floors from  
KRONOTEX 

allow you to create  
spectacular scenes.  

From hip Berlin chic to 
French elegance.
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Everything flows
Treviso Oak & Oak Silver

A sea of senses and buoyancy: in the red salon, two hearts are 
dancing the polka. The Treviso Oak and Oak Silver decors from 
the HERRINGBONE collection come together perfectly to form  

a harmonious pair. Why choose just one? Join us as we immerse 
ourselves in this symbiosis of colors and shapes.  

Playful and opulent at the same time. A room that invites you  
to simply start moving and be happy.
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The icing on the cake 

The dressing table mirror reveals the flowing room 
elements and colors as they deftly catch one another.

Delicate shades of vanilla surround  
the amber-glimmering Treviso Oak decor,  
creating an image both modern and  
with an historic feel.

Treviso Oak 
D 4764 | HERRINGBONE

Silky-matt brown-grey shows off the 
elegant gleam of the Oak Silver decor. 
The floor appears refined and individual.

Oak Silver 
D 3773 | HERRINGBONE

Watch the film
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Watch  
the film

With its soft deep anthracite, the Loft Dark 
decor lends character to any room.  
Not only with its color, but also with its 
large format, the floor creates a haven  
of peace for the furnishings within.

Loft Dark 
D 4679 I MEGA PLUS

The finishing touch

The sumptuous impression created in the room 
through the colors of wall and floor is reinforced 

by the Gobelin tapestry on the wall.
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The velvety ink blue of the wall draws the  
eye with an incredible fascination, suffusing  
the room with an aura of vibrancy and strength.  
The Loft Dark floor decor captures the blue in 
reflection and sparkles like the night sky.  
The large board format adds to the impression  
of vibrancy and strength in the room.  
The original architectural furniture with woolen 
upholstery bring a little bit of approachability 
back to this transcendent atmosphere.

Velvet 
and stone 

Loft Dark
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COLLECTIONS 
2022

 made from wood

 PVC-free

 antibacterial

 UV-resistant

 flame retardant

 scratch-resistant

 abrasion-proof

 hard-wearing

 very comfortable to walk on

 easy to clean

 easy to install

  suitable for underfloor heating 
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The Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is an eco-label (Type III) that is recognized and accepted worldwide in accordance with ISO 14025. 
Manufacturing and production control comply with DIN EN 13329. We reserve the right to make technical changes. 
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 193 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

Stockholm Ash
D 3007* | 2-Strip | MX

Play
D 6407 | 3-Strip | ML

DYNAMIC PLUS
Flooring with more expression

 Do you love movement and motion?  
Then this flooringbelongs in your life. With a variety of  

color palettes and patterns, the floors of  
the DYNAMIC PLUS collection radiate their positive energy  

throughout the room. A source of inspiration and joie de vivre. 

A delicate, bright 
pattern of light plays 

across this floor, 
making a captivating 
impression of natural 

Nordic liveliness. 

New
The flooring appears  
in creamy caramel 

tones with a vivid line 
layout. A perfect  

companion for playtime.

DYNAMIC PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m² * in DYNAMIC packaging 
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Barrow Oak
D 4781 | 1-Strip | AF

Nevada Pine
D 4127* | 1-Strip | MX

Smile
D 6406 | 1-Strip | AF 

Kunsterspring Pine
D 3676 | 1-Strip | UL

Cloud Oak
D 3066* | 3-Strip | MO 

The beige-colored 
boards recall  

the sublime expanse  
of the desert and lend  

the room elegance  
and warmth.

With a silvery-matt 
shimmer and dark 

streaks, the flooring 
evokes a vibrant,  

natural feel.

With its color palette  
of milk and light grey, 
this floor brings light 
and positive energy  

into any child’s room. 

The different color  
nuances from light 

brown through to dark 
grey form a geometric 
interplay in the room. 

New

Like a soft, light carpet,  
the decor stretches out 
through the room, filling 

it with lightness and  
a sense of well-being. 
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Plauer Oak
D 4953 | 3-Strip | AF

Oak Achat
D 2304* | 3-Strip | MO

Cutter Oak 
D 2450* | 2-Strip | MX

Hacienda Oak Beige
D 2957* | 1-Strip | PR

DYNAMIC PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m² * in DYNAMIC packaging 

DYNAMIC PLUS 
Flooring with more expression

The flooring appears 
simple and elegant,  
with smooth color  

gradients that glide 
across the floor  

in delicate shades  
of brown. 

Purposeful and 
well-ordered, the light 

brown color palette 
creates a clear room 

with plenty of  
character.

Light, gentle oak colors 
play across the flooring, 

evoking a warm,  
natural atmosphere. 

Delicate shades of beige 
play across this floor and 

create a modern and  
yet traditional image  

of solidity.
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Walnut Palazzo
D 4757* | 1-Strip | WG

Bough Pine
D 4163* | 1-Strip | MX 

Black and White 
D 2955* | 2-Strip | WG

There is a dynamic quality 
to the way the dark,  

rich nougat shades of  
this floor nestle against 
each other, producing  

a clear presence. 

A floor for  
strong personalities:  
individual, impressive  

and august, it combines 
vibrant fresh branches  

with the rich color  
of the forest floor. 

With its interplay of dark 
and light, this floor  

exhibits strong  
expressiveness in  

a modern atmosphere.
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V4

Brave
D 4782 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

Oak Hella
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

 193 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

EXQUISIT
Flooring for the down-to-earth 

 The floors of the EXQUISIT collection feel something like best friends.  
They conjure up a sense of dependability. The decors provide  
a calm and faithful accompaniment to everyday life. Thanks to  

the embossed texture of the grain, the floor is a tactile experience.  
Milled V grooves create the look of old floorboards. 

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

In matt pastel shades 
of delicate cream and 

grey, the floor makes an 
impression with a natural 
color palette and on-trend 

floorboard look.

The characteristic light 
markings feel both  

luxurious and simple.  
The flooring creates an  
expressive image that 
draws on vintage and  

loft design styles. 
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Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Waveless Oak White
D 2873 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nostalgie Teak Beige
D 3241 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Atlas Oak White 
D 3223 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Villosa Grey
D 50162 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

Creamy and smooth,  
the flooring spreads 

through the room, filling it 
with lightness and clarity.  

A timeless floor for  
modern living. 

The delicate light brown 
and vanilla hues  

underline the vibrant 
wood grain of the 

boards, creating an 
atmosphere of warmth 

and coziness.

This decor brings the 
delicate lightness of the 

colors of birch bark  
into the room.  

A light, smooth gradient 
from creamy white,  

to beige, to light grey.

The harmonious light 
oak decor creates 
a natural look and 

conjures up a feeling of 
warmth and comfort. 

The matt-satin  
shimmering boards  

blend subtly into their 
surroundings and add 
 a harmonious touch  

with their delicate grain. 
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V4

Waveless Oak Nature
D 3004 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Turin Oak
D 3672 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Whitewashed Oak
D 2987 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Farm Oak Beige 
D 80062 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

The mild cream-beige 
shades of the decor  

create a timeless  
modern ambience.  

The flooring feels at  
once durable, adaptable  

and natural.

The velvety soft, light color 
gradient of the decor  
creates a warm and 

friendly ambience. The light 
wood grain forms a subtle 
contrast with the delicate 

brown shades.

The decor makes an  
impression with its  

felicitous interplay of light 
earthy tones. The flooring 
blends elegantly into the 

room with its harmonious, 
fluid wood-grain pattern.

A pure expanse is  
conjured up by this floor. 

The honey-yellow,  
shimmering, warm sand 

tone recalls the sands  
of the desert.

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 
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Used Metal
D 4801 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Sierra Oak Titanium
D 4688 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Oriental Oak Beige
D 4982 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Port Oak Grey
D 4612 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oriental Oak Grey
D 4985 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Warm rust colors mix  
with light, cool shades  
of concrete to create  

a unique shabby-chic look, 
which offers the perfect 

complement not only  
to dark furnishings.

With elegant shades  
of vanilla and light  
brown, this floor  

appears stylish and  
refined. A characteristic  

background for  
a special room.

Sandy beige tones mix 
with vibrant walnut  

coloring in this flooring, 
combining to create  

a sense of presence and  
a harmonious atmosphere.

The decor combines the 
look of mature oak timber 

with a modern color  
palette of light grey and 
beige. A floor that’s at 
once subtle, reserved  

and vibrant.

The warm stone colors 
of the boards are joined 

by a hint of grey for  
a uniquely stylish look. 

The floor for calm  
and stability.
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Pettersson Oak Grey
D 4765 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Gala Oak Grey
D 4786 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

V4

Villosa Nature
D 50172 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

Nostalgie Teak Silver
D 3242 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

This decor conjures up 
the harmonious colors 
of the airy light foam 
and caramel cream  

of an aromatic coffee.

The boards make  
an impression with  

a natural color palette  
of cappuccino and vanilla 
on a vibrant wood grain.

Light vanilla colors  
are playfully combined  
with dark stone tones.  

The vibrant flooring  
provides a natural quality 

to any room.

Elegant and plain,  
the decor features 

smooth color gradients 
of cinnamon and grey 

lovingly nestled together 
on the floor. The flooring 

for a timelessly  
beautiful ambience.

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 
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Vallis Walnut
D 4697 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Atlas Oak Nature
D 3224 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Stirling Oak Medium  
D 2805 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

Farm Oak Nature
D 80072 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

Prestige Oak Light
D 4169 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Shine effect

Soft brown shades mix 
with the delicate color 
gradients of honey to 
create a room full of 

vibrancy and character.

Light nougat shades  
are combined in  

this floor and perfectly 
finished with vibrant  

wood grain markings.

This flooring pairs  
light brown tones with  

a rosy shimmer.  
The result is a feeling  

of warmth and coziness.

The smooth transitions  
of light brown and  

golden yellow create  
a harmonious ambience.  
The flooring gives rooms  

a country house look.

The elegant floor in  
light brown generates  

a modern and yet  
rustic atmosphere.
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V4

Natural Pine 
D 2774 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Sierra Oak Gold
D 4689 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Rosemont Oak
D 3665 | Multi-Strip | AF | V4

Canyon Maple
D 6007 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

EXQUISIT
Nutzungsklasse 32 | AC 4  
Paneel-Maß (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Karton 8 Paneele | 2,131 m² 
Palette 56 Kartons | 119,320 m²

The decor gleams  
with natural, golden- 

shimmering wood colors.  
The wood grain fills  

any room with sunlight  
and energy.

Sandy brown tones  
mingled with the fine lines 
of the wood grain pattern 

create a majestic  
ambience, which gleams 

with splendor and 
warmth.

A richly varied interplay 
 of colors from vanilla  

to cappuccino is displayed  
in this decor. Light and  
dark sections create an  

impressively vivid ambience.

With its rich palette  
of colors, from beige  

to honey yellow, brown  
to dark chocolate,  
this floor brings  

a naturalness into  
the room.

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 
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Prestige Oak Nature
D 4166 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Port Oak
D 4609 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Walnut Toscana
D 3070 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nostalgie Teak
D 4170 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak Dark
D 4168 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The delicate brown hue 
plays across the wood 

grain, conjuring a feeling 
of warmth and comfort  

in its surroundings.

The creamy chocolate grain 
of the decor has a vibrant, 

elegant effect. Subtle  
caramel evokes sunlight  

on the floorboards. 

This floor provides  
an artful mix of creamy 

chocolate brown and  
sunny honey yellow.  

This is joined by  
the distinctive grain  

of mature oak.

The chocolate brown 
flooring makes a bold 

appearance as the center 
of attention, while  

simultaneously  
remaining modestly  
in the background.

The dark brown shades  
of the flooring combine 
with a distinctive wood 
grain, lending the room  

presence and magnitude.
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V4

Nostalgie Teak Graphit
D 4171 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Kashmir Oak Black
D 6017 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Stirling Oak  
D 2804 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

Shades of dark chocolate 
characterize the color design 

of the decor. The flooring  
adds a highlight to the room 
and makes an impression of 

distinctive elegance.

This decor captivates  
with its vibrant,  

rustic brown tone and  
silvery shimmer.  

Floorboards with character 
and self-assurance.

With its dark, smoky soul, 
the vibrant decor makes  
a captivating impression 

due to its expressive color.

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

Shine effect

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 
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V4

Oriental Oak White
D 4984 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Gala Oak White
D 4787 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

 244 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

EXQUISIT PLUS
Extra wide, timelessly beautiful boards

These extra-wide boards represent elegance and generosity.  
They bring a feeling of expansiveness into the room.  
The decors of the EXQUISIT PLUS collection feature  

embossed wood grains and a matt shine.  
The milled V-grooves complete the sophisticated effect. 

The boards of this decor 
shine matt-white.  

The beholder is suffused 
with a feeling of lightness 

and class.

Stylistically confident  
and elegant,  

the decor presents  
a harmonious ambience 

with its color mix of  
delicate cream and grey.

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²
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V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

Aragon Oak
D 4684 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Madrid Oak
D 4694 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Village Oak
D 4164 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Kashmir Oak Beige
D 6021 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

This decor provides  
the wonderful color palette 

of a sandy beach in  
summer. A floor full  

of sunny warmth and  
coziness.

The wide boards of this 
decor make a simple, 
elegant impression.  

The matt wood shimmer 
in creamy light brown 

and silver flows delicately 
over the floor in smooth 

color gradients.

With a mix of vanilla  
and toffee shades,  
the decor exudes  

a harmonious ambience. 
The playful markings  
of the wood grain lend  

a vintage look.

Cappuccino brown  
dominates the  

smooth interplay  
of colors on this floor,  

suffusing the room with  
a flattering atmosphere.
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Oak Grey
D 4729 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Gessami Oak
D 4721 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Bergamo Oak
D 3673 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Montmelo Oak Creme 
D 3660 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Montmelo Oak Nature
D 3661 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The silky beige boards  
of this decor make  

for a clean and  
clear appearance.  

The floor stands for 
lightness and creates  

a cozy ambience.

Intricate lines and smooth, 
light color gradients  

chart the face of this decor.  
A floor that conveys  
depth and yet still  

adapts modestly to  
its surroundings.

With its wide boards,  
the warm, sand-colored floor 

of the decor conjures up  
the beach right at your feet.  

What more do you need  
to feel at ease?

A mix of delicate vanilla, 
toffee and light grey  

characterize this decor.  
A floor for rooms  
with Nordic flair.

Light, nutty brown  
defines this floor. 

Artfully complemented 
by dark streaks, which 

lend the flooring  
a reserved strength. 
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V4

Arizona Oak Nature 
D 80052 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

Barcelona Oak
D 4692 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pinot Chestnut
D 4716 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pettersson Oak Nature
D 4764 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

This decor provides the 
wonderful color palette of  

a ripe corn field in summer. 
A floor full of sunny  

warmth and coziness.

Warm light brown  
and a natural wood look 
characterize the image 

of this decor.  
The large boards make 

a striking feature for 
any room.

The decor’s wide boards  
in nut brown spread 
through the room,  
lending it the air  

of a country house.

This decor imbues  
the room with a sense  

of pure nature.  
Traditional and original, 
vibrant and embracing.  
A floor full of warmth 

and harmony.
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Elba Oak Nature
D 6009 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Montmelo Oak Silver
D 3662 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Sansibar Hickory Nature
D 6016 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

New

Kashmir Oak Titanium
D 6020 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Sevilla Oak
D 4691 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

This decor features 
the flattering rose gold 
shimmer of a summer 

sunset, creating a warm 
and comforting  

ambience in the room.

The silky, shimmering  
interplay of grey,  
beige and brown  

creates a warm and  
friendly ambience  

of harmony and light.

This floor conjures up  
the naturalness of a forest. 

The distinctive look  
of the wooden boards  

features hints of cream, 
honey, grey and brown.

Cappuccino brown  
dominates the smooth 
interplay of colors on 
this floor, suffusing  

the room with  
a flattering atmosphere.

The silky matt light brown  
of the decor has  

a timeless dignity.  
Gleaming cream colors play 

across the wide boards.
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Elba Oak Silver
D 6013 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oriental Oak Nature
D 4983 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Rift Oak 
D 3044 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

The warm, elegant  
golden brown of the decor  

transports us to far-off 
places, inviting us  

to dream.

Stony grey tones mix 
with a rich brown  

in this decor.  
A striking, rather cool 

combination for  
a modern room.

The color palette runs  
from smoky grey  

to granite over the wide 
boards, immersing us  

in nature.

The boards gleam  
in the brown shades  

of a sunset,  
filling any room  

with energy and light.
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Harbour Oak 
D 3570 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Gala Oak Brown
D 4784 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Kashmir Oak Brown
D 6019 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Tarragona Walnut
D 4709 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decor brings  
the mesmerizing colors  
of an historic oak barrel  

into the home.  
The delicate wood grain  
adds an elegant touch  
to the robust boards.

Cappuccino brown 
dominates the smooth 
interplay of colors on 
this floor, suffusing  

the room with  
a flattering light.

Earthy brown shades 
meet with a striking grain. 

The boards create  
a warm atmosphere  
with a natural feel.

The wood look  
distinguishes the wide, 

vibrant boards like  
the flames of a fire.  

A captivating floor of 
liveliness and depth.

Nut brown and  
dark chocolate tones  

turn this floor into  
a piece of pure nature.  

A floor full of originality  
and vibrancy.
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V4

Montmelo Oak Toffee 
D 3664 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Gala Oak Nature
 D 4783 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Montmelo Oak Lava
D 3663 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

There is a sweetness  
to the vibrant shimmer  
of this floor. The toffee- 

colored wood tone is  
underpinned by  

the unique highlight  
of the wood grain.

The decor has  
a traditional and  

rustic appearance  
with its warm mix of 
light and dark brown.

Dark lava stone provides 
the striking color  

of this decor.  
The boards make  

an impression with  
their vibrant aesthetic  

and character.

The decor makes  
an impression with 
 its distinctive, bold  
interplay of colors,  
ranging from light  

to very dark brown.
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micro
V4V4

Hella Oak
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

 326 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

MEGA PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 326 × 1,380 × 8
Box 5 panels | 2,249 m² 
Pallet 45 boxes | 101,223 m²

The characteristic light 
markings of the flooring 
feel both luxurious and 
simple. An expressive 
combination of vintage 
and loft design styles.

The harmonious oak decor 
creates a natural look and 

conjures up a feeling of 
warmth and comfort. 

MEGA PLUS
Flooring with elegance and strength

These especially wide boards are ideally suited to large rooms. 
The MEGA PLUS collection offers particular design possibilities: 

using natural stone decors for a flagstone look or  
flooring with a wood effect. The ideal floor for rooms  

full of vibrancy and inspiration. 
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micro
V4V4

Loft Beige 
D 4681 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Samara
D 6402 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

Oak Decent 
D 3668 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

MEGA PLUS
Flooring with elegance and strength

With its warm sand hue, 
the decor brings a sense 
of expanse into the room, 

creating a harmonious 
atmosphere: simple, 
elegant and unique.

This floor offers  
a delicate gradient of  

creamy cappuccino tones,  
giving rooms an elegant,  

cozy look and a warm and 
comforting atmosphere. 

Warm earthy tones with  
a hint of golden caramel  
play across the flooring,  
creating a natural and  
harmonious ambience. 

Vibrant and bold,  
delicate and subtle:  

the large boards display 
great versatility as they 

claim center stage, while 
simultaneously remaining 

in the background. 

MEGA PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 326 × 1,380 × 8
Box 5 panels | 2,249 m² 
Pallet 45 boxes | 101,223 m²
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Loft Light 
D 4682 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Naxos
D 3000 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

Concrete
D 4739 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

Factory Grey 
D 80092 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

New

Loft Grey
D 4680 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

This light grey floor  
has an effect that is  

minimalist, simple, plain 
and yet elegant.  

The interplay of colors  
provides additional  
reflection of light.

The light grey decor  
blends in with confident 
ease, creating a sense  
of stylistic expertise. 

This floor conjures up 
summer terrace vibes. 
The stone-look boards 
feature a warm color 
palette of sand and  

earth shades.

This decor offers the  
on-trend character of  

terrazzo flooring in  
a subtle blend of  

anthracite and stone grey.  
Ideal for rooms with  

a loft design feel.

This mid-grey floor  
delivers a sense of  

reserve combined with  
pure elegance.  

The classic solution for  
a modern ambience.
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micro
V4V4

Himalaya
D 3079 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

Loft Dark
D 4679 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Senia
D 2869 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

MEGA PLUS
Flooring with elegance and strength

The deep, dark color  
of this floor generates 

a fantastic strength and 
seemingly endless  

expanse in the room.  
The effect is impressive 

and majestic.

With its soft, deep  
anthracite, the decor lends 

character to any room.  
A haven of peace  
to counterbalance  

the furnishings.

With their dark color 
palette of anthracite and 

chocolate brown,  
these wide boards with 

stone effect make  
an impression of  

elegant simplicity.

MEGA PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 326 × 1,380 × 8
Box 5 panels | 2,249 m² 
Pallet 45 boxes | 101,223 m²
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V4The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects of mois-
ture for longer. Due to the 
significantly reduced swelling 
behavior, they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

HERRINGBONE
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 133 × 665 × 8
Box 14 panels | 1,238 m² 
Pallet 96 boxes | 118,848 m²

Bordeaux Oak
D 3516 | 1-Strip | WG | V4

Toulouse Oak
D 3678 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

 133 mm × 665 mm × 8 mm

With delicate  
beige tones and  

a pleasant reserve,  
this decor brings  

a Nordic flair  
into the room. 

The gentle  
cream caramel  

of the decor creates  
a warm ambience, 

adding a touch  
of refinement. 

HERRINGBONE
Always in vogue

Floors with a fishbone look have a timeless beauty and yet  
always feel modern. This flooring format achieves a stylistically- 

assured transformation in any room: from urban to opulent,  
airy light or entirely traditional. With the HERRINGBONE collection  

you can create any accent you like.
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V4

HERRINGBONE
Always en Vogue

Pesaro Concrete
D 4739 | 1-Strip | ST | V4

Treviso Oak 
D 4764 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oak Silver
D 3773 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pisa Oak
D 3861 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The concrete-look floor  
is an outstanding  

combination of modern  
industrial design and  
tasteful gallery style. 

Delicate beige tones play 
across this shimmering 

vanilla and caramel floor, 
creating a characteristic 

image of modernity  
and tradition.

Silky-matt light brown- 
grey lends an elegant  
shimmer to the decor.  

A combination of  
tradition and modernity,  
refined and individual. 

The decor spreads  
sunshine through  

the room like gleaming  
forest blossom honey.  
A cheerful interplay of 

smooth wood tones full  
of positive energy. 

HERRINGBONE
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 133 × 665 × 8
Box 14 panels | 1,238 m² 
Pallet 96 boxes | 118,848 m²

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects of mois-
ture for longer. Due to the 
significantly reduced swelling 
behavior, they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 
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Elba Oak Black 
D 6010 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Ferrara Oak
D 3860 | 1-Strip | ER | V4 

Calais Oak
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Metz Oak
D 3766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Villosa Nature
D 50172 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

New

Dark and smoky in a mix 
of brown, anthracite and 
black, the decor bathes 
the room in a powerful 
ballroom atmosphere. 

The silky mix of brown 
and grey tones creates  

a sumptuous room  
with character and  
simple elegance. 

This decor conjures up  
the harmonious colors  

of the airy light foam and  
caramel cream of  

an aromatic coffee.

The colors of dark chocolate 
and nougat come together 
in this decor with elegance 

and self-assurance  
to create a harmonious 
atmosphere of comfort.

This floor provides  
the kick of an espresso.  
The distinctive, elegant 

interplay of brown 
tones is reminiscent  

of chocolate and  
coffee beans. 
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Siberian Spruce
D 2967 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Hella Oak
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

 157 mm × 1,380 mm × 10 mm

AMAZONE 
Extra narrow boards

This flooring allows you to conjure up a graceful elegance  
in small or thin spaces. The format also fits perfectly in narrow 

hallways, as it ensures a sense of lightness. The floors of  
the AMAZONE collection are a must-have for all fans  

of a French interior design style and savoir vivre.

The intricate boards  
have a Nordic, natural, 
simple feel, which suits 

any color palette  
a room may have.

The characteristic  
light markings of  

the flooring feel both  
expressive and reserved.

AMAZONE
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 157 × 1,380 × 10
Box 6 panels | 1,300 m² 
Pallet 40 boxes | 52,000 m²
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Timeless Oak Beige 
D 3597 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak White
D 3239 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Oak Beige 
D 6014 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Tajo Oak 
D 4686 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Elba Oak Gold 
D 6012 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Light beige and  
sand tones characterize 

this flooring. The timeless 
decor forms the ideal 

accompaniment as part  
of a subtle backdrop  

to a room.

With smooth transitions 
in powdery light brown 
hues, this decor lends 
elegance to spaces.

The mix of light and  
mid-brown tones,  

reminiscent of a light and 
fluffy latte macchiato,  
conjure up a cozy feel  

in the room.

The warm, bright 
brown-beige tone 

creates a well-balanced 
ambience and goes 

perfectly with an urban 
interior design style.

Creamy golden brown sets 
a harmonious tone and 

creates a clear and calm 
ambience in the room.
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Oak Decent 
D 3668 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Prestige Oak Nature 
D 4166 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak Light 
D 4169 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Carisma Nature 
D 80102 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

AMAZONE 
Extra narrow boards

Warm earthy tones with 
a hint of golden caramel 

artfully play across  
the narrow boards.

The delicate brown tone 
conjures up a feeling  

of warmth and  
comfort in the room,  
evoking the sunset.

In harmony with nature, 
these warm wood colors 

make for a cozy  
ambience and a feel  

of expansiveness.

This flooring features 
velvety warm brown 

tones with hints  
of radiant vanilla 

through to  
dark coffee brown.

AMAZONE
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 157 × 1,380 × 10
Box 6 panels | 1,300 m² 
Pallet 40 boxes | 52,000 m²
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Vibrant and bold, 
delicate and subtle. 

The multiple facets of 
this nougat brown floor 

catch the attention.

The distinctive interplay  
of brown tones is  

reminiscent of chocolate  
and coffee beans. 
It evokes elegance  

and power.

With a hint of grey  
in the dark brown,  
the narrow boards  
offer a captivating, 

warm interplay  
of colors.

With smooth  
transitions of vanilla  
and toffee, this decor 

lends an elegance  
to spaces.

Cool stone colors mix 
playfully with warm  

caramel tones  
to create a flickering  

play of light.

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 I 1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Oak Black 
D 6010 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Prestige Oak Grey 
D 4167 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Montmelo Oak Silver 
D 3662 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Ebro Oak
D 4684 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Capital Oak Light
D 2800 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

 188 mm × 1,375 mm × 12 mm

In a powder-colored oak 
look, the decor creates  
an absolutely natural,  
airy-light impression,  

supported by the ornate 
markings of the wood grain. 

Light, mild colors in  
a charming white-beige 
reminiscent of sea spray 
characterize the decor.  

The boards create  
a space to slow down. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

Are you looking for a particularly stable floor? 
The boards of the ROBUSTO collection are extremely 

hard-wearing and ideally suited to everyday use thanks  
to their highly compressed, 12 mm thick core board  

and especially resistant surface. 
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Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Rip Oak White
D 3181 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Rip Oak Nature
D 3180 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Premium Oak Grey
D 4956 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Arizona Oak Beige
D 80032 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

The harmonious,  
gleaming oak decor  

creates a natural look  
and conjures up  

a feeling of warmth. 

Grey-brown tones mixed 
with vanilla blend in  
the decor to create  

a stylish room  
that appears both  

sumptuous and simple.

Creamy light brown hues 
mixed with a delicate 

smoke tone characterize 
this decor. The creamy 

white, shimmering boards  
are elegant and tasteful. 

With smooth transitions 
and silky vanilla grey,  
the decor sets rooms 
aglow. The light color 

gradient lends  
the flooring elegance.

This decor has  
a pleasant vanilla glow.  
It has an impressively  

radiant appearance that  
is balanced with  

a blend of earthy colors. 
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Adaja Oak 
D 4686 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Port Oak Medium 
D 4611 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Phalsbourg Oak 
D 3073 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Premium Oak
D 4954 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

With a harmoniously  
balanced interplay  

of colors including light 
brown, creamy beige  
and dark brown inlay,  

this floor captures  
the room.

The creamy beige-brown 
of the decor creates a 

warm and cozy ambience.  
The strong grain  
ensures a natural  

country house look. 

With a flattering mix  
of creamy beige  

and cappuccino brown,  
this decor feels both  
reliable and timeless.  

A feeling of perfect  
harmony and comfort. 

A smooth color  
gradient from creamy 
beige to light brown  
define the decor. The 

flooring is a symbol of 
the beauty of nature and 

sublime tranquility. 

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 
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Timeless Oak Grey
D 3571 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Rocky grey tones mix  
playfully with vanilla.  

The decor gives  
the flooring an urban  

simplicity and  
pleasant coolness. 

The color palette runs 
from smoky grey  

to granite over the wide 
boards, immersing  

us in nature. 

Fantasy Wood
D 4779 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

This floor has a wild,  
original and expressive 

character. It conveys 
strength and resolution 

with its distinctive  
wood grain.

Premium Oak Nature
D 4955 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Jalon Oak
D 4685 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

The flooring is  
reminiscent of the sunset  

over an oak forest.  
The sweet beige-brown 
plays delicately across  
the light wood grain. 

The vanilla brown  
boards of the decor  
immerse the floor  

in a lovely, warm tone.  
The flowing color gradients 

underline its  
natural character.
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Atlas Oak Anthracite
D 3592 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Saverne Oak
D 3074 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

V4

Rip Oak
D 3075 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Cinerea Nature 
D 50182 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

This floor delivers a sense 
of simplicity and elegance. 

In creamy light grey  
and matt silver,  

the floorboards blend 
quietly into the room. 

Creamy beige-brown  
and delicate vanilla tones 

characterize the decor.  
The strong grain meets  

the warm shades of color  
in a harmonious interplay. 

Grey-brown tones  
mixed with vanilla blend 

in the decor to create  
a stylish room  

that appears both  
sumptuous and simple.

A silky-matt grey shimmer 
adds the finishing touch 

to this nutty brown decor, 
giving the floor  

a pleasantly neutral  
and understated look. 

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 
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Premium Oak Brown
D 4957 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Atlas Oak Kaffee
D 3591 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak
D 3570 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Timeless Oak
D 3590 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Rustic Oak
D 4731 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

With its perfect light brown 
color palette, the decor  

conveys an elegant tone. 
This flooring makes  

a refined and stylistically- 
assured impression.

Soft brown shades mix 
with the delicate  

color gradients of the 
wood grain to create  

a room that is grounded 
and powerful. 

The wood look  
distinguishes the wide, 

vibrant boards of the decor 
like the flames of a fire.  

A captivating earth-colored 
floor of liveliness and depth. 

The natural color interplay 
of bark and trunk bathes 

the decor in warm,  
earthy tones. A floor full  

of calm, power and  
naturalness. 

Brown and grey tones 
flicker like flames 
across the decor,  

creating a traditional, 
down-to-earth  

ambience.
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New

V4

Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Port Oak Titanium
D 4610 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

The decor makes an  
impression with its  
distinctive interplay  

of colors ranging from  
light to very dark brown. 

Powerful, wild and original.

The decor has  
a captivating color  

palette of natural brown  
and metallic grey.  

The rustic wood grain  
of the boards is  

a strong highlight.

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 
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V4

Makro Oak White
D 4793 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Silver
D 4797 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decors are  
optimized to resist  
the effects of moisture  
for longer. Due to the  
significantly reduced 
swelling behavior, they are 
suitable for wet rooms. 

The light color mix  
of white and grey conjures 

light into any home.  
The delicate wood grain 
plays across the boards 
with a slight shimmer.

The creamy silver tone  
of the decor gives  

a refined look to any home. 
The charming wood grain 

creates a natural  
ambience.

MAMMUT PLUS 
Flooring with a boost of strength 

These especially wide and long boards with an oak look fill rooms 
with an impressive presence, shaping their character.  

The MAMMUT PLUS collection has not only a classic elegance,  
but also an urban, modern feel.  

A source of resilience and reliability. 

MAMMUT PLUS
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,845 × 10
Box 4 panels | 1,800 m²
Pallet 42 boxes | 75,600 m²

 244 mm × 1,845 mm × 10 mm
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V4

Makro Oak Light
D 4752 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Beige
D 4728 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Magnum Oak Light
D 4762 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Magnum Oak Sand
D 4668 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decors are  
optimized to resist  
the effects of moisture  
for longer. Due to the  
significantly reduced 
swelling behavior, they are 
suitable for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT PLUS
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,845 × 10
Box 4 panels | 1,800 m²
Pallet 42 boxes | 75,600 m²

The harmonious  
color gradient of the decor 

ensures a warm and  
friendly ambience in  

a pastel beige-brown shade.

The smooth transitions 
of light brown and sand 

create a warm and 
well-balanced ambience. 

The light boards of  
the decor gleam in a mix 
of sand and light brown. 

The floor brings  
a sense of well-being 

and warmth  
into any space. 

With its wide boards,  
the soft, sand-colored floor 

conjures up the beach  
right at your feet.  

What more do you need  
to start dreaming and  

feel at ease? 

MAMMUT PLUS 
Flooring with a boost of strength 
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Mountain Oak Brown 
D 4726 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Nature 
D 4725 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Bronze
D 4795 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Nature
D 4794 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Beige
D 3669 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

This decor recalls  
the golden light  
of the sunset.  

The light brown tone  
shimmers with a slight red,  

while the wood grain  
plays delicately across  

the decor.

The warm mix of brown 
and golden yellow gives 

the decor a down-to-
earth feel. The flooring 

recalls the antique floors  
of old farmhouses.

The light brown decor 
with its shimmering 

white grain will ensure  
a light and airy ambience 

in any room. A delicate 
rose pink plays across 

the boards.

The warm beige-brown of 
the floor is reminiscent of 

cappuccino with foam.  
Smooth color gradients and 

a distinctive wood grain 
decorate the boards. 

The croissant-colored 
boards of the decor  
immerse the floor in  
a lovely, warm tone.  

The wood grain  
is emphasized by  

gentle color gradients.
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V4

The decors are  
optimized to resist  
the effects of moisture  
for longer. Due to the  
significantly reduced 
swelling behavior, they are 
suitable for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT PLUS
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,845 × 10
Box 4 panels | 1,800 m²
Pallet 42 boxes | 75,600 m²

Mountain Oak Grey
D 4727 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Magnum Oak Grey
D 4671 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Titanium
D 4796 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light Grey
D 3670 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

This floor offers  
smooth transitions  

and silky grey tones.  
The flooring brings  

elegance to the room.

The smoky tones of  
the decor create a  

powerful aesthetic in the 
room with a hint of grey.  

The wood grain on  
the boards provides  
depth and character.

The charming color  
variations from cream  
to walnut brown wind 

through the room on the 
decor. The boards are  

emblematic of character 
and elegance.

The matt silver tone  
of this flooring makes  

a simple, elegant  
impression with its  

smooth color gradients 
gliding across the floor.

MAMMUT PLUS 
Flooring with a boost of strength 
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Makro Oak Brown
D 4791

Makro Oak Brown 
D 4791 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Grey
D 4792 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Coming soon

With this decor,  
the forest floor lies  
directly at your feet.  
The delicate color  
gradient of creamy 
nougat is met by  

a strong wood grain  
on the flooring.

This floor offers  
the vibrancy of unspoilt 
nature. Grey stone tones 
meet with warm caramel 

and combine playfully  
in the natural wood grain.
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Everest Oak White 
D 3179 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Capital Oak Light
D 2800 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

 188 mm × 1,845 mm × 12 mm

MAMMUT 
Flooring full of power and stability 

The especially long boards of the MAMMUT collection stand  
for timeless stability and great resilience. The wood-effect decors 

display both a consciously traditional and an on-trend  
country house look. An ideal combination for all those  

who appreciate a cozy style. 

The light vanilla beige  
of the decor has  

a particularly smooth  
and subtle effect.  

The flooring creates  
an aesthetically clean  

room with characteristic 
highlights.

Light, mild colors in  
a charming white-beige, 
reminiscent of sea spray, 
characterize the decor.  

The flooring brings  
clarity to the room. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

Shine effect
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Matterhorn Oak Silver
D 4673 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak White 
D 4793 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Silver
D 4797 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light
D 4752 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Beige
D 4728 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

A light wood tone  
combined with delicate 
beige defines the decor. 
With a rustic oak look,  

the flooring has an effect 
that is both charming  

and powerful. 

The light color mix of white 
and grey conjures light  

into any home.  
The delicate wood grain 
plays across the boards 
with a slight shimmer.

The creamy silver tone  
of the decor gives  

the floor a refined look.  
The charming wood grain 

creates a natural  
ambience. 

The harmonious color  
gradient of the decor  
ensures a warm and 

friendly ambience  
in a pastel beige- 

brown shade.

The smooth transitions  
of light brown and sand  

in the decor create  
a warm and well- 

balanced ambience.
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Makro Oak Nature
D 4794 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Nature
D 4725 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Beige
D 3669 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

V4

Everest Oak Beige
D 3081 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

MAMMUT
Flooring full of power and stability 

The decor features  
a light nut brown,  
conjuring sunlight  

onto the floor.  
A cheerful interplay of 
smooth wood tones. 

The croissant-colored 
boards of the decor 
immerse the floor  

in a lovely, warm tone.  
The wood grain  

is emphasized by gentle 
color gradients.

The decor recalls  
the golden light  
of the sunset.  

The light brown tone 
shimmers with a slight red, 

while the wood grain  
plays delicately  

across the decor.

The warm beige-brown 
of the floor is reminiscent 
of cappuccino with foam.  
Smooth color gradients 
and a distinctive wood 

grain decorate  
the boards.
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Everest Oak Bronze
D 3077 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Everest Oak Nature
D 4152 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Bronze
D 4795 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Matterhorn Oak Ruby
D 4675 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Capital Oak Nature
D 2999 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

Caramel brown tones 
mingled with the fine 

lines of the wood grain 
pattern create a room 

full of splendor and  
a cozy atmosphere  

of well-being.

The toffee-colored decor 
conjures up a sense of 

relaxation and well-being.  
A floor full of warmth  

and coziness. 

The light brown decor with 
its shimmering white grain 

ensures a light and airy  
ambience. A delicate  

rose pink plays across  
the flooring.

The interplay of beige and 
golden yellow lends the 

decor a warm and friendly 
character. The subtle  

wood grain on the boards  
accentuates the  

color palette.

The brown-grey decor  
of the flooring makes  
a refined yet simple  

impression. The authentic 
and atmospheric wood 

grain plays across  
the boards.

Shine effect
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

Highland Oak Titanium
D 4796 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Grey
D 4792 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The charming  
color variations from 

cream to walnut brown 
wind through the room  

on the decor.  
Floorboards with  

a strong character.

This floor offers  
the vibrancy of unspoilt 
nature. Grey stone tones 
meet with warm caramel 

and combine playfully  
in the natural wood grain.

Makro Oak Light Grey
D 3670 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Grey
D 4727 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The matt silver tone  
of this flooring makes  

a simple, stylish  
impression with its 

smooth color gradients 
gliding across the floor. 

This floor offers 
smooth transitions and 

silky grey tones.  
The flooring brings 

elegance to the room.

MAMMUT
Flooring full of power and stability 
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New

Everest Oak
D 3076 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Brown 
D 4726 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Pine Nature 
D 80012 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Brown
D 4791 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Matterhorn Oak Bronze
D 4676 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The earthy color  
interplay of bark and trunk 

bathes the decor in  
a cozy warmth.  

The dark flooring sets  
off the radiance  

of light-colored furniture.

The warm mix of brown 
and golden yellow  

gives the decor  
a down-to-earth feel.  
The flooring recalls  
the antique floors  
of old farmhouses. 

The warm mid-brown 
tone of the decor is 
flanked by a radiant  

amber color. The floor 
bathes the room  
in the charm of  
a rustic cabin.

With this decor,  
you have the forest floor  
at your feet. The delicate 
color gradient of creamy 
nougat is met by a strong  

wood grain on the flooring.

The light brown decor  
with its shimmering white 

grain ensures a light  
and airy ambience.  

A delicate rose pink plays 
across the boards.
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V4

Matterhorn Oak Bronze
D 4676

New
Rich, smoky dark brown 
is blended in this decor 

with warm nougat tones. 
A floor full of strength 

and allure.
Mountain Pine Dark 
D 80022 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Get the Look! 
Page 20

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

MAMMUT
Flooring full of power and stability 
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Logan Oak
D 4633 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nebraska Oak 
D 4518 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

V4

AQUA ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 191 × 1,380 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,318 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 73,808 m²

Liquids and standing 
water should be cleaned 
up within 24 hours.

A natural simplicity  
and Nordic beauty is 
evident in this floor.  

The light earth colors 
blend in with any room, 
filling it with lightness 

and elegance.

Sandy beige tones  
and vibrant walnut colors 

meet each other in this 
flooring. The decor ensures 
a harmonious atmosphere 

as well as providing  
stability.

 191 mm × 1,380 mm × 12 mm

AQUA ROBUSTO 
All-weather flooring
Come rain or shine: for you it’s all good weather?  

Then the AQUA ROBUSTO collection is your faithful friend  
in all conditions. This water-resistant flooring resists liquids  

for up to 24 hours and is particularly durable. 
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V4

AQUA ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 191 × 1,380 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,318 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 73,808 m²

Liquids and standing 
water should be cleaned 
up within 24 hours.

The rich nougat tone  
sets off the radiance  

of light-colored furniture  
and ensures a harmonious 
atmosphere. A true classic 
for all country-house fans.

Earthy brown tones form 
an interplay of light  
and dark joined by  
a distinctive grain.  

The flooring creates a 
comfortable atmosphere, 

like in the old days.

With its warm, balanced 
brown color and tasteful 

wood grain, the decor 
creates a well-ordered 

feeling in the room.

The flickering interplay  
of colors is an experience 

for every onlooker.  
The bright reflections on 

this rich, dark flooring  
create a powerful,  

captivating atmosphere. 

Catania Oak
D 4628 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Ageless Teak
D 4718 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Tyler Oak
 D 4635 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Classic Hickory
D 4629 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

AQUA ROBUSTO
All-weather flooring
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Surfaces
Explanations

1-Strip (country house) 2-Strip 3-Strip Multi-Strip

AF | Authentic Floor
Natural and vivid wood texture

PR | Wood Pore
Typical wood structure

WG | Wood Grain
Rustic embossing

BT | Concrete
Typical concrete surface

ER | Registered Emboss
Genuine wood appearance due to consistency between 
pattern and embossing

CP | ER | Chrome Pore
Wood structure with shine effect

UL | Used Look
With apparent signs of war and tear

ML | Matt Look
With a waxed look and feel

ND | Natural Deep
Natural depth with a convincing feel

MO | Matt Oiled
Matt oiled surface appearance

MX | Matrix
Deep structure embossing with typical wood matt/ 
gloss contrast

ST | Stone
Distinctive stone
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h

V4

micro
V4

extra long panels

A and B panels, note labeling, equal 
numbers required

fitted with 5G click system 
for easy installation

fitted with 5G click system 
for easy installation

quick installation thanks to simple 
locking mechanism

suitable for commercial use 
Minimum requirement for the underlay  
CS 120 kPA and DL 2 in accordance with EN 16354

suitable for commercial use
Minimum requirement for the underlay  
CS 60 kPA and DL 2 in accordance with EN 16354extra-narrow panels

extra-wide panels

special surface structure

anti-static

with V-groove for natural  
floorboard character

thinner V-groove

Moisture protection
Improved resistance to moisture, avoid standing liquid.  
Not waterproof! 

AQUA PEARL system (in accordance with NALFA test)
Highly water-repellent, resistant to all types of liquid,  
extremely durable. Clean up liquids within 24 h.
Suitable for wet rooms.

Pictograms 
Explanations
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BASIC 
foam-based 
25,000 × 1,000 × 2 mm 
1 packet 4 rolls = 100 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

BASIC PLUS 
foam-based with PE flat foil lamination 
25,000 × 1,000 × 2 mm 
1 packet 4 rolls = 100 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

PREMIUM SOUND 
PU-based with foil lamination 
8,500 × 1,000 × 1.8 mm 
1 packet 1 roll = 8.5 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

SUPERIOR SOUND 
PU-based with foil lamination 
5,500 × 1,000 × 2.8 mm 
1 packet 1 roll = 5.5 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

Insulating underlays
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Skirting boards

KTEX P
MDF, white, profiled, can be painted
18 × 80 × 2,400 mm
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 35 packets

KTEX F
MDF, white, chamfered, can be painted
18 × 80 × 2,400 mm
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 35 packets

Skirting board clips
For quick and easy 
skirting board installation
PACKET 30 pcs

Corner piece for KTEX F and KTEX P 
22 × 22 × 82 mm
PACKET 2 pcs
Available in white decor.

The skirting boards may deviate in color and structure from the floor decor.

KTEX 1
MDF, for attachment system
19 × 58 × 2,400 mm 
PACKET 10 pcs | PALLET 56 packets 
Available in all decor variants.

ACCESSORIES PACKET BOX
1 exterior corner piece (EC) 2 pcs 10 packets
2 interior corner piece (IC) 2 pcs 10 packets
3 end cap (EC) 1 × left, 1 × right 10 packets
Connector 2 pcs 10 packets
Economy pack  2 × EC, 6 × IC, 2 × EC  5 packets 

(1 × left, 1 × right)  

Available in light brown, dark brown, white, silver  
and stainless steel look.

1
2

3

AQUA 80
white 
19 × 80 × 2,500 mm 
PACKET 6 pcs | PALLET 30 packets

AQUA 60
white 
19 × 60 × 2,500 mm 
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 30 packets
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Available in all decors. Purchase quantity by agreement.
 * Cover without clip ** Cover with clip

KTEX 10
MDF 
10 × 58 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 5
MDF

15 × 70 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 4 
MDF,
for mounting system

22 × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 6
MDF, 
for mounting system

19 × 80 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 11
MDF,
for mounting system

21 × 70 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 12
MDF, 
for mounting system

15*/19.5** × 50 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 13
MDF, 
for mounting system

16 × 58 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 14
MDF, 
for mounting system

17 × 70 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 15
MDF

16 × 80 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 16
MDF

15 × 78 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 17
MDF

18 × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 18
MDF,
for mounting system

13.5*/19** × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 19
MDF, 
for mounting system

18 × 90 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 20
MDF

17 × 17 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 21
MDF

12 × 12 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 22
MDF

16 × 16 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 24
MDF

4 × 25 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 23
MDF

6 × 25 × 2,600 mm
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Installation 
      is so easy

To create the perfect new KRONOTEX floor, in addition to your 
chosen decor you need the right accessories. Which ones are 
RIGHT is determined both by your personal taste with regard 
to the skirting boards and by the position of the floor in terms 
of the underlay required. 
White skirting boards are absolutely on trend at the moment, 
and you will find these in a great variety of styles in our  
accessories range. For most of the decors in the KRONOTEX 
collections there are also wood-effect skirting boards to 
match. Take your pick according to what you like best.
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WANTED
Dear customers, 
We have shared many room ideas with you in our magazine.  
But we’re quite sure that your ideas are just as fabulous, if not 
more so. That’s why we have our SWISS KRONO Creators Club  
on Instagram. To show off, to share moments of bliss,  
to offer inspiration: for Your Home. story. 
We can’t wait to see you there! Consider yourself invited.

#swisskronocreatorsclub

The 5G click system means that KRONOTEX floors are simple and 
easy for anyone to install. All you need besides your new dream 
flooring and accessories are a few handy helpers:

   a pen 
   a few clothes pins 
   a measuring stick 
    a square 

 and, highly recommended, 
 as it saves a lot of effort and time: 

   a laminate cutter.

You can find important tips relating 
to specific questions about  
installing KRONOTEX floors on  
our YouTube channel.

We recommend taking a look before you begin 
working. You’ll soon see: installation is so easy!
 

The HERRINGBONE collection is an exception.  
Installing floors in a fishbone pattern requires  
great precision and experience in craftsmanship.  
Anyone who does not have this expertise should 
contact a specialist company.

For master painter Dörthe Krüger-Mähl 
of craft construction company MFG, 
interior design is a complete concept 
encompassing floor and wall design. 



Port Oak Titanium
D 4610 | ROBUSTO

Discover Your Home.
www.swisskrono.com/de-en
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